January 2012
Dear Board of ELCSA
Thank you so much for your generous and faithful support in my different roles here at TWR-SA.
As I look back at 22 years of serving with TWR this year, I praise the Lord for His faithfulness. I also
thank the Lord that the ministry is growing and I thoroughly enjoy my contribution at various levels.
My current involvement with TWR
New developments in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN)
Great things happened during 2011. We have been in partnership with COM (Christian Outreach
Media) for several years in KZN and last year they donated their office building in Botha’s Hill to
TWR to further the ministry amongst the Zulu population in the Durban area. The staff there
increased from two to nine members in a relatively short period of time as the Lord provided the
resources needed. Since then I was involved in the following:
•

Gottfried Schiele and myself had to revamp the existing network and improved functionality
between the various computers. I am now responsible for the ongoing maintenance of the
system.

•

As our commitment is to also continue with the literature ministry of COM, I need to rework
the Zulu literature that COM provides which involves new layout of tracts and CDs as well as
overseeing the printing process. My prayer is that many lives will be touched through this
ministry as well.

Publications
My continued involvement in the field of publications allows me to be creative as I design our
quarterly newsletters in three languages, several brochures as well as joint ventures with TWRAfrica like the project Hannah prayer calendars. These publications inform our friends about what
the Lord is doing through radio. The TWR and Project Hannah prayer calendars inspire people to
pray for us on a daily basis.
Database and IT
During the past few years I had the privilege of developing our new database, Salesforce. Many
hours have gone in creating new fields to tailor make the database for the exact needs of TWR-SA
as we serve our faithful friends and supporters.
I also attended advanced training as administrator and trained TWR-SA as well as TWR-Africa
users.
It also took me a few months last year to write a detailed in-house manual for TWR that is now also
looked at by TWR-International.
I am also responsible for any IT requirements in the TWR-SA office and work closely together with
the IT Department of the Africa Regional Office in matters beyond our office.

ERF-Medien SA
Quite a few changes are taking place within ERF-Medien SA as Rudolf Kabutz moved into a new
ministry area within TWR. Due to my years of experience within ERF, the leadership asked me to
be more involved in various aspects of this ministry. My main responsibilities now are:
• the moderation and planning of the ERF programmes for Saturdays and Sundays
• the editing of the Aufgeweckt programmes that many listeners have followed for more than 30
•

•

years now.
being part of the development of ERF-Medien in Namibia I will travel to this country on two
occasions this year to attend their Board meetings, do presentations on the ministry and assist
with technical issues
working closely with our Director, Danie du Preez and Martin Stobwasser, helping in the ERF
ministry.

Thanks again for your continued support and prayers for my involvement in various projects within
TWR-SA’s ministry. Your contributions are highly appreciated.
Submitted by Eberhard Haberkorn, Manager: Graphic design, TWR-SA
ehaberkorn@twr.org.za

